Reproducibility of thoracic aortic diameter measurement using computed tomographic scans.
Decisions to recommend elective surgical repair of thoracic aortic aneurysms (TAA) may be based on size or expansion rate, which are used as indices of the risk of rupture. Measurement error may thus affect clinical decision-making. In order to evaluate the reproducibility of aortic diameter measurements of TAA, we assessed departmental inter- and intra-observer variability of measurement of pre-selected computed tomographic scan images of aneurysmal segments of the thoracic aorta. We compared measurements of minimum aortic diameter made by four observers in 50 pre-selected scans and at different times by two observers using a calliper method and a measurement tool within the scan. Differences in measured dimension were analysed using Wilcoxon's signed ranks test and the repeatability assessed using the method of Bland and Altman. There were no significant inter-observer differences among three observers but there were significant differences between another observer and two other observers (P < 0.05). No significant intra-observer differences existed. The best intra-observer repeatability was 2.25 while the worst inter-observer repeatability was 4.37. The mean and maximum difference in measurement were +/-0.88 mm and +/-8.0 mm, respectively. Variability of measurement increased with aortic diameter. Calliper measurement of TAA is an acceptable measurement method for surveillance of TAA but appears most accurate with a single observer. Increasing error is seen with increasing diameter which may compound error in estimation of expansion rate. Standardisation of technique is advisable for multiple observers and aortic units should adopt quality assurance protocols to minimise error.